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With the rapid development of international trade and the proposing of Chinese 
"the Belt and Road" initiative, foreign trade development has higher requirements on 
customs clearance. In this instance, the customs and the quarantine department put 
forward a completely new “Three Ones” customs clearance operation reform, 
namely "one time declaration, one time inspection and one time release". At the early 
stage, the "Three Ones" has had positive and fruitful social influence. Supervision 
and service are fully integrated which effectively reduces the cost of trade pilot 
enterprises and improves the port's clearance time. But with the comprehensively 
promoting, the convenience and timeliness are limited by the entire port 
management system. The difficulties and resistances indicate that the depth 
improvement is difficult to make. Only big advance in management system reform, 
department organization integration and division of powers will fundamentally 
promote the healthy development of the port customs clearance environment. 
This paper employs holistic governance theory, law-based administration and 
e-government theory, and adopts qualitative analysis, literature analysis, and 
empirical analysis method. By researching and analyzing the experience, combining 
with the evolutions, and exploring the direction, it finds that the current port 
governance structure has been unable to meet the needs of the development of 
foreign trade and economy; port legislation is bristly, each department acts on its 
own, the problem of “information islands” has become increasingly prominent and 
port service capacity urgently needs to be strengthened. Therefore it makes the 
following recommendations: forming super ministry system customs; optimizing the 
external governance structure; promoting the construction and implementation of 
"exchange of information, mutual supervision, law enforcement cooperation"; 
further improving the level of port legal system construction and accelerating the 
e-port construction; enhancing the ability of local port integrated management and 
actively cultivating port third-party service force; improving customs clearance 
efficiency and control level.  
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对我国口岸管理体制变革方向进行研判。具体研究思路如图 1-1 所示： 
                                                        

















图 1—1  论文研究思路 
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